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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like anything politicians say!

Thursday, October 1, 2008

“The great thing about democracy
is that it gives every voter a
chance to do something stupid.”
~Art Spander

Technology,
More Like
Teh-suck-ology
By Matt Villa ~ Daily Bull

Technology exists to make life
easier. Humans as a race have
the unique ability to create
complex tools to make once
complicated tasks simple, that
is one of the few things that
separates us from our simple
tool wielding, poo throwing
friends, the apes. Creating
Technology is human-nature,
so why then do programs
that make life as aggravating
as having your wisdom teeth
yanked out without anesthetic by a dentist with fat fingers
exist? Programs like Mathematica and CodeLab.
Anyone who has taken a
University Physics or Chemistry course can tell you the
struggle that the Mastering programs can put you
through. You can put in the
right answer all day, but by
the time you either figure out
it wants you to give it the answer in exponential format,
or you hit show answer. The
question ins worth less than
what the Global Economy is
..see Man v. Machine on back

The Zimbra Conspiracy
By

Pic o’ the Day

Ryan Sandor Richards ~ Daily Bull

Whether you love the new web-mail or
hate it with the burning passion of a million
white hot suns, it looks like it is here to stay.
It is quite unfortunate that the university
decided to thrust this new web-mail on
us so suddenly, and that raises a few
questions. Why exactly wasn’t this “newer
and better” system waiting for us at the
beginning of the semester? Why did they
wait so long to implement it? Who was
in charge of all this? If we couldn’t have it
this semester, wouldn’t it have been more
beneficial to wait until the next semester
to make such a drastic change to a vital
university service? And, most importantly,
what in the hell does “Zimbra” stand for
anyway?

Fluffy, we have to “follow the money.” By
this he meant the amount of money that
the university would be saving by switching to Zimbra. All reports show that the
switch from Huskymail to Zimbra saved ol’
MTU a total of about $250, 000 per year.
That’s a lot of money! And apparently it is
not going into new programs for students,
saving us money on our tuition bills, or
even towards reducing our incomprehensibly bloated computing fees. Nope, it is
going directly back into the pockets of the
incapable pricks who were wasting our
money in the first place: Central IT.
According to a document that was given
to me by Fluffy the average raise a Central
IT employee is going to get is a little under
7%. That’s a hell of a raise, by anyone’s
standards, but it only gets worse when
you look at the top of the food chain.
There are four basic services that Central IT
provides: Administrative Information Services (Jarrod Karau, director), Educational
Technology Services and Online Learning (Patricia Lins, director), Information
Technology Services and Security (Daniel
deBeaubien, director), and Telecommunications (Brenda Helminen, director).

To address these questions I had to do a
little investigative reporting. And without
much trouble I found myself an “inside”
source. To protect his, her, or it’s identity
we will refer to the entity as “Pat Fluffballs”,
or just Fluffy for short. Also, to make
things easier we will refer to Fluffy as a
“he”, cause lets face it, in all likelihood it’s
a dude anyhow. Fluffy was all too eager
to share what he knew about the switch,
who was in charge of it, and provided
some interesting theories as to why it was
rushed into production during the middle The four directors of these four services
are getting some hefty raises. Karau is beof a semester.
ing upgraded from $79K to $85K / year
To understand the switch, according to
...see Zebra-mail on back

I hope everyone is having as much fun as
I do with their first round of exams.
Pretty awesome, huh?

One of the features that was not (but should have been) included with Zimbra. Also...

THE BEASTIE BOYS WANT YOU TO
LEARN HOW TO USE TECHNOLOGY BY WATCHING THEIR TOTALLY
CRAZY SWEET VIDEOS LIKE SABOTAGE AND INTERGALACTIC. SO IF
YOU WANT TO BE MUCHO MACHO LIKE ME, YOU BEST BE IN ANOTHER DIMENSION RIGHT NOW
WATCHING THEM. NOW. GO!

...Zebra-mail from front in the middle of the semester without that you can find answers to in the

(7.0% increase), Lins is receiving an upgrade from $73K - $80K / year (8.59%
increase), deBeaubien gets a bump
from $67K - $80K / year (an astounding 19.25% increase!), and Helminen
is getting a drastic increase from $70K
- $80K / year (13.03% increase!).
And that’s not all. Central IT is overlorded by some dude named Walt
Milligan. He used be a materials science
researcher until he was appointed as
the Chief Information Officer (what a
materials science PhD knows about
Information Technology is beyond
both Fluffy and I). According to Fluffy
he is going to receive an $80,000 /
year pay increase. To put it bluntly, an
$80K yearly salary increase is absolutely
insane! Especially with the financial
troubles the university has been having,
the fact that they are increasing tuition,
and our computing fees are not getting
any smaller.

having some sort of ulterior motive.
So the theory, as proposed by Fluffy,
is that the change from Huskymail to
Zimbra was rushed into production so
that these new pay increases could be
applied as soon as possible.

book. God forbid they provide hints
to questions that not even the Physics
or Chem majors can figure out. I kid
you not dear reader, Mastering Physics
is the first educational program that I
have ever Rage-Quit from.

Fluffy gave me one last little bit of
information about the change up. Apparently Central IT has not only used
all of the money that they saved from
switching to Zimbra with the pay increases and other expenses, they have
actually exceeded the amount that
they have saved. This means that the
money is going to have to come from
somewhere else, and as you might have
guessed a good place for it to come
from is the students.

If you are a CS major or an unlucky
engineer, you have taken CS1121 (unless you tested out of it like the smug
mother lover you are), and you have
had a run in with the program known
as CodeLab. CodeLab makes the kids
playing with their Fisher Price “My first
Computer”, look like an Astrophysicist
single-handedly programming then
entirety of OSX (true story Bee Tee
Dub). First off, all the answers it requires are utterly basic. You can enter
a completely correct and functioning
code for what they describe, but because it contains too many lines of actual CODE, that are normally required
for the code to actually WORK, your
answer is rejected. The bright side is
that you don’t get marked down for
mistakes, but this is covered in a layer
of nicely dropped of kids from the
local pool, since it takes you forever
and a half to figure out what you are
doing wrong, only to find out that out
of their complicated and mixed up
description of the problem, all they
wanted was int = (F***ING) 3. Secondly, CodeLab is easy. That is what
makes it so slit-your-wrists-and-dyeyour-hair-black-and-put-on-your-sisters-tight-pants aggravating when you
can’t figure out a problem that took
the guy next door less than five seconds. Thankfully for anyone who takes
CS1121, it is only worth about 6-8%
of the grade, so you can not do any
of it and still get an A-AB if you ace the
rest of the course work.

Fluffy said that there is an initiative in
the higher ranks of Central IT to utilize
the departments on campus to pay for
the new expenditures. But when the
research budgets run out, and cannot
Any sane IT department wouldn’t pay for Central IT’s services any longer,
dream of changing an integral service the money will then have to come
from somewhere else: the student
computing fees. And while this last
bit is speculative, it is not all together
unlikely. The university has made a habit
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Realize Your Future

It’s time to realize your future. At Plexus Corp., you will work in an environment that fosters creativity, resourcefulness and teamwork. You will use
leading edge technology and have the opportunity to see your ideas become
reality. Work closely with employees throughout the world as you team up
to provide quality products and services to many Fortune 500 companies.
These customers turn to Plexus for product design, state-of-the-art prototyping, testing through volume manufacturing and higher-level assembly
- the very services that make us unique. Whether our customers require one
service or all of them, we are driven to make every idea a reality. Realize
your future by visiting our website at www.plexus.com today!
Realize your future and apply at www.plexus.com today!
Plexus is an Equal Opportunity/Afﬁrmative Action Employer.
amazing program for figuring out Math
problems, ever. But for anyone who
has taken a Calc with Tech course
here, or anyone who doesn’t unzip
their pants to a logarithmic function
curve, we know Mathematica to be
quite the little bastard child of a program. First you need to learn a whole
new programming language just to use
the damn thing. Then, even once you
know how to use it, half the time it will
just take a dump and not give you a
right answer. I’m not saying Mathematica is completely useless, but I have
never run into a practical math problem that couldn’t be solved with my
nice little piece of ACTUAL technology, the TI-89.

worth about now. Oh sometimes it
is intuitive, but these brief moments
of help are few and far between and
only exist to keep you from punching
your monitor through the wall. Bright
Now about this time you are probside is that there are hints, oh wait,
ably asking yourself the same question
The Daily Bull would like to thank the Daily Bull for
did I say bright side? I meant to say,
I put forth earlier on in my rant, “Why
buying our own damn printer that this publication
is printed on. We would also like to thank the Stu“FUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU.......”.
would humans create such travesties
dent Activity Fee for helping to pay for our paper
The hints that the Mastering programs
to technology that aren’t at all benefiand toner costs.
give you range from basic “DUH”-type
cial to our education?” For this reason
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Mathematica, oh Mathematica. Any my dear reader, they weren’t created
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with only one step between them. math major will probably tell you by humans at all. All the useless proquestions & comments should be
directed to dailybull@gmail.com And that’s only on the easy problems this is one of the most powerful and grams Tech uses were created by the
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Moon People. That’s right, the Moon
People. “Why?” you may ask, in order
to dumb you down and make taking
over the human race easier. Have you
ever found yourself stuck on a Mastering Physics problem and said, “Phuck
Physics!”? Ever gotten tired of doing
stupid CodeLab questions and just
said, “Screw Coding.”? That is exactly
what the moon people want. The less
knowledgeable you are make you an
easier prey for their mind games.
So yes, the programs suck, and they
blow, and swallow (though that’s beside the point), but stick with them.
Otherwise, you could just end up another mental casualty during the inevitable Moon People Invasion.

These articles were so long, I actually
had to decrease the font (by .35!)
so that they would fit. Insanity. Also
insane is the fact that in the first 30
pages of Google images for “technology,” there was no porn. As for
“teh suck ology,” it was page 2.
Surprise!
~Invincible

